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secretary Vance said thtlt if it was agreeable to Gromyko 
he proposed to respond to statements Gromyko had made yesterday 
in his presentation. He said be believed, that they were both in 
a<;~ree~~ent that the time had COlle to complete their lengthy ugo
tiations and sign a SALT II Agreement. It waa important now 
that they both deal constructively with the remaining i•sues. 

In the package that Paul Warnke had presented to Gromyko 
in Moscow, we showed that we were trying to reach a realistic 
compromise between the conflicting positions on each of the re
maining issue a. We did so against the background of the di•cua
sions that took plaoe when the two sides met in Geneva lut July. 
The Secretary believed .tt useful to revin •ach of these out
standing issues and to ,set forth the differences that have existed, 
together with the individual solutioDB that are contained in the 
overall US packagea 
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Cromyko noted that the Secretary was talking only about 
the level of floating naval vessels, but he knew that one huge 
stationary vessel, i.e. Diego Garcia, must also be taken into 
account. Thus, if anyone bad grounds to break off the talks, 
it was the Soviet Union. The reasons cited here were artificial 
and contrived. Of course, there was no obligation to disclose 
the real reasons~ but what the US side bad offered appeared to 
have been done for the sake of appearance. No objective person 
could agree with them. He would ask the Secretary to inform 
him whenever the US was ready to take a more reasonable atand. 
Of course, he was in no position to compel the US to resume 
the talks. Perhaps the talks had been rather confining for 
the United States. On the whole, that would be up to the US 
side. 

~ The Secretary wanted to say that we would soon be in touch 
with the Soviets with a view to setting a new date for Indian 

C) Ocean talks. Such talks were not at all confining for us. 
As for bases, he would only mention Barbera, the installations 

lJ) in Ethiopia and the PDRY. In any case, we would get 1.n touch 
soon, because our objective continued to be to reduce the 

0 

competition between us. 

Gromyko did not believe that the Secretary was so uninformed 
as not to know that the Soviet Union bad no bases in that area. 
It did have naval vessels which called at various ports. ~be 
Secretary bad started naming countries by initials, if Gramyko 
were to do so, there might not be enough letters in the alphabet 
to cover them all. He suggested they go on to other subjects. 

Middle East ---
Turning to the Middle East, the Secretary wanted to express 

his regret over the U.."'lfortunate delay in the delivery of the 
message President carter had sent to Preaident Brezhnev at the 
conclusion of the Camp Davia talks, which reported the events 
at Camp David. Unfortunately that message ha4 not reacba4 
President Brezhnev until Monclay afternoon, an4 V8 regretted 
the fact that be 414 not have it available to him early Ronday 
morning, as we had hoped. In that message the Pre•14ent J:1a4 
tried to describe the events at camp David and the resulta of 
those meetings. Since that time the Secretary ba4 not ha4 an 
opportunity of filling in Gromyko, but surely Gromyko was 
familiar with the documents resulting from those diaau.•iona. 
The be happy to answer any queetiona Gromyko 
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had with respect to those documents, or to comment on his 
recent trip to the Middle East, if Gromyko thought this 
desirable or useful. 

Gromyko wanted ·to ask one question: what attitude to the 
CAmp David •deal" had the Secretary encountered on the part of 
Syria, Saudia Arabia and Jordan? Gromyko would like to hear 
this from the Secretary personally. 

The Secretary said that the reaction to the Camp David 
discussions and the results in all three countries was that 
they wished to study the results of the meetings further, and 
to consult with each other before reaching a final conclueion 
regarding their attitude. Three subjects had been of principle 
concern to them: 

1. Failure to include any section on Jeruaale~, 

2. The question of the 1948 refugees, the so-called 
diaspora refugees1 and 

3. The question of whether the mechanism envisioned 
in the General Framework would be sufficient to ensure 
self-determination for the people in the west Bank and 
Gaza. 

In addition, President Asad had pressed the Secretary at 
.,... some length regarding the intent of the General Prc.me\1ork. Be 

had wanted to know whether tbe . objective of the General Frame
~ work was to arrive at a compr~~anaive suttlement. The Secretary 
o had answered him in the affixmative, and had taken him through 

the documents, pointing out that the first paragraph of the 
:\J substantive section of the General Framework said in unequivocal 

terms that the goal was e settlement in accord with all the 
X> principles of Res6lution 242 and the legitimate interests of 

the Arab people. In addition, President Asad bad made it very 
clear that. · he believed that. Presic!ant Sa4at had made a separate 
peace wl'dch was harmful to the cause of Arab solidarit.y. ~at 
statement had repeated the statement Asad had made at the meeting 
of the Steadfastness Pront just a few hour a pefore the Secretary • a 
ardval. 

The initial draft bad oont.Ained a aeotion on Jerusalem . ... · . 
..rbe SeoJ.?etary pointed out that agreement bad been reached on' a 
number o f i t.eu, euch ae that Jeruaalem was not to be a divided 
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city again, that there would be free access to the holy 
places of each religion, ana that representatives of each 
respective religion would have full authority and control of 
their.respective holy places, etc. On the queseion of &overeignty 
we bad run into a stone wall. It bad proved impossible to 
resolve their differences, and as a result the parties had 
decided not to include a section on Jerusalem in 'the General 
Framework. Instead, the views of the parties and the United 
States had been stated in separate letters whioh bad been 
made public. In all frankness, the Secretary could not say 
that he was happy with this omission of Jerusalem from the 
GenerAl Framework. 

On the question of the 1948 refugees the agreements merely 
provided in general terms that the parties would work together 
to bring about a just solution to the refugee problem. We in 

V the United States dieS not believe this to be aufficient, and 
C> Presic:Sent Carter had emphasized this as a problem in his speech 

to Congress. The Secretary aaid that he would probably comment 
tn on this matter, which was important and Aeede" to be resolved 

promptly, in what be would say in the General Aasembly tomorrow. 

Finally, on the third question: as Gromyko knew, the 
=>documents provided for setting up a·meabanism to determine the 
......_ final status of the West Bank and its relationabip to its 

neighbors. There would also be a ~chanism for negotiatiAg 
~ the outstanding issues, to be resolved in a peace treaty between 

Jordan and Israel. These two questions were iAtertwined, and 
i"> therefore .the document envisaged a single eet of net;ottation!! 

with two committees working in parallel. The mechanism also 
providec:S that this process was to be completed by the end of 

~ the transitional period of five years. Further, it was enviaaged 
that representatives of the Palestinians would work in ~ese 

<O t\fo committees. This same section of the General F,ramework 
provided that as •oon as possible (in the Secretary •a judgement 
in a few months, perhaps three or four) there would be eatabliabed 
for the interim period a Self-Governing Authority.witb full' 
autonomy to govern the weat Bank.. The people that would be 
elected to that Self-Governing Authority would be resident& of 
the wast Bank, and 'that meant anyone, regardless of bia pol.itioal 
affiliation, could put hia name forward to be eleoted. People 
affiliated with the PLO would be aa free to put their namea 
forward aa Anz other resident of the West Bank. At the ~ 
that the Self-Governing ty t.akes over, the Israeli Military 
Government iu aapeota would be withdratrn. 
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The Secretary noted that he ha~ provided a long answer 
to Gromyko's question. 

Gromyko said that he appreciated the information the 
Secretary had given him. As for the substance of the camp 
David agreement, he had to say at the very outset that the 
Soviet Union was vigorous in ita disapproval of the agreement 
and, even more, condemned it. The Soviets did not believe that 
this was a step toward peace in the Middle Baat. They were 
convinced that considerations of a temporary nature had gained 
the upper hand as far as the Onitad States was concerned. Aa 
for Sadat, he had proved long ago that he had a weak political 
backbone. Here he had capitulated. Aa for Israel, it had 
really obtained something that did not belong to it. Israel 
had committed aggression, and justice demanded that it evacuate 
all the lands it had occupied. Only on the basis of restitution 

U) of all the territories taken away from the Arabs, along vi th 
arrangements to ensure the legitimate righta of the Palestinian 

C> people, could a just settlement of the problem be obtained and 
LD a just and lasting peace be eatabliahed in the Middle Eaat. 

A just settlement would be equally advantageous for all the 
parties in the Middle East, the Arabs as well as the Iaraelie. 
For its part, the Soviet Union bad always atood up for Ieraal•a 

~ right to exist a~ an independent state, and the Israeli leadara 
knew this full well. As for the Arab world, it was divided, 

' but, Gromyko would ask, in what way? It h4ld turned out that 
~ it was Egypt that found itself in total isolation as a reault 

of its policy of capitulation. Of course, there were acme other 
n states that were undecided or hesitant, but •• a whole th• Arab 

world could be said to be against Arab territoriea ~longing to 
o someone else. !'he Arab world was a lao united in favor of pro

tecting the legitimate rights of the Palestinian people, in 
favor of a genuine, and not an illusory, peaoe. The Soviet& 

'» believed that in the end the Arab people, the At:'ab worl.d, will 
win. Of course, at this point, no one could predict the tilling 
or the apecific form in which this will happen. But, aurely 
the Arab& will not reconcile themaelvaa to loaing their terri
tories as a result of an imposed an~ one-aided aettlement. The 
present aettlement pould not be considered as leading to peace 
in that area. 

!!hi a, in 9eneral, was the view of the Soviet Union, end 
thia is what Gromyko had wanted to bring to the secretary•• 
attention. Preaident Breabn•v had eet thia =forth in hia a~cb 

~eoeaaary for Qromyko to sat tba 
Soviet position during this private meeting with the Secrata;y. 

• 
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The Secretary wanted to comment briefly. He had read 
Gromyko's speech, and also knew what President Brezhnev had 
said. He would like to comment as follows: 

First, regarding withdrawal from occupied territory. 
Under the Sinai Accord, Israel will withdraw from all occupied 
territories in the Sinai up to the international boundary. 
Secondly, the principle of withdrawal in accordance with Reso
lution 242 applies on all ·fronts. The documents make mention 
of Resolution 242 in all its parts, and speak of non-acquisition 
of territory by war. The question of Palestinian legitimate 
rights is dealt with in the document, in the section dealing 
with the West Bank and Gaza. It states that the solution must 
recognize the legitimate rights and requirements of the Pales
tinian people. FUrther, a process ia initiated to determine 

..0 the final status of the West Benk and GaEa, and, finally, the 
Secretary would stress again that what is contemplated is a 

C>comprehenaive settlement that would provide for all the parties 
U1 eventually to resolve their differences in negotiations in 

accordance with the provisions of Reaolution 242. 

The Secretary said he was not suggesting that the Camp 
C) David agreements were perfect, or that ~~ey included everything 

we would have liked to see them include. Be did believe, however 
' that they were a major step on the road toward peaceful rosolu
~ tion of the Middle East problems and recognition of the legitimat 

rights of the Palestinian people. 
;"-') 

Gromyko said that, as for Sinai, ~'e s~viata had their own 
0 understanding of the situation. Be could not agree with what 
~the Secretary had said regarding Sinai. Sadat had not achieved 
' any kind of sovereignty over the Sinai. Sovereignty meant the 
00 right to dispose fully over one's own terr~tory, but Sadat had 

not achieved that. As for references to Resolution 242, they 
had no meaning, because each party had its own interpretation 
what 242 meant. The us had its own interpretation, Iarael bad 
its own and Bgypt and the othet:e had their own. lie bad to note 
that there was not much difference between the interpretation 
of the us and that of Israel. Israel had always proceeded 
the premise that 242 does not mean that it. must give up all 
occupied Arab territories. In fact, after Camp David Begin had 
a aid as much. The United States appeared taka the aame posi til 
As for Sadat., he had well demonetrat.ed what he bad done by his 

after • 

Gromyko that could and discussions at 
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The Secretary noted that Gromyko had not recalled the 
us position correctly. Th~ US position haa alwaya been and 
remains that Resolution 242 meana withdrawal to the 1947 borders 
with minor rectifications. 

Gromyko noted that Ierael had alwaya understood the ~ord 
~minor" in ita own way. One only needed to take a look to aee 
what Camp David did to the West Bank. 
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